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Notes on Ariel (2010):
Chap. 2

LSA Summer Institute: Introduction to Pragmatics
Tuesday June 25, 2019

Instructor: Anne Bezuidenhout

History of pragmatics
Ariel (2010) distinguishes between two early camps of research in pragmatics (in the period from the 
1950s-1970s):

• The problem solvers
• The border seekers

Result was some sort of consensus on topics that are “pragmatic” in nature. The majority of current 
textbooks respect this “big tent” conception, covering topics such as:

• Deixis
• Implicatures 
• Speech acs
• Presuppositions
• Information structure
• Discourse coherence and discourse relations
• (Politeness), (Non-literal language)

Also, an important overarching assumption (which Ariel (2010) calls the monolithic assumption) is that if a 
phenomenon is pragmatic then all (aspects of) phenomena of that sort must be treated within pragmatics.
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10 criteria for 
distinguishing 

pragmatics from 
grammar

Meaning criteria

Context 
dependent

Non truth-
conditional

Implicit & 
secondary

Analytic criteria

Discourse-level 
units

Extra-
grammatical

Acceptability 
judgments

Naturally 
motivated

Cognitive criteria

Competence vs 
performance

Right- vs left-
hemisphere

Code vs inference

Just a clarification…

Ariel has abstracted these 10 criteria from the writings of many different scholars 
and some of these scholars may appeal to multiple of these criteria or even slide 
between them without realizing that they are doing so.

It could be that, for some particular pragmatic phenomenon, several of these 
criteria may apply.

Ariel is not herself endorsing these criteria and we will see that she in fact 
problematizes all but the last one.

Not all these criteria are equally weighty/ important.
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Meaning criteria

Pragmatic phenomena are 
context dependent

E.g., indexicals, discourse 
markers; implicated 

premises and conclusions; 
Gumperzian 

contextualization cues

Non truth-conditional 
meaning (Pragmatics = 
Meaning minus truth-
conditional meaning)

E.g.,  Gricean implicatures 
associated with ‘and’ and 

‘but’; politeness 
phenomena;  information 

structural differences; 
hedging devices

Pragmatics analyzes 
indirect, nonliteral, 

optional, subjective, and 
vaguely communicated 

meanings

E.g., indirectness used 
strategically; non-literal 

uses as in sarcasm; 
subjective stance markers; 
lexical choices as revealing 

attitudes 

Context dependence

Grammatically encoded meanings are context-invariant and compositional.

Pragmatically determined meanings are relativized to contexts (which include 
mutually shared information about speaker intentions, facts about time and place of 
utterance, world knowledge, social relations between speakers and addressees, etc.).

Pragmatic meanings are often said to be non-compositional – but this is controversial.

Rough test (Katz): Whatever meaning you can extract from a sentence in a null 
context is semantic.
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Examples of context-dependent meanings

Indexicals such as ‘I’, ‘we’, ‘you’, ’now’, ‘here’, ‘today’ – you need to know who is speaking to 
who, where and when, in order to figure out the reference of such terms.

Ex. 2 in Ariel is an interesting case of ‘we’ used twice in a single sentence with a different reference 
each time that has to be figured out from context.

Discourse markers that express relations between text segments require contextual 
knowledge for their use.

According to Ariel, the appropriate use of “after all, X” presupposes that the proposition expressed 
by X is already a part of the hearer’s general knowledge store.

Classic Gricean implicatures rely on mutually shared assumptions to supply implicated 
premises to draw implicated conclusions.

Ex. 4 in Ariel provides a very nice example from Sperber & Wilson. More of this when we discuss 
Relevance Theory

Non truth-conditionality
Formal semantics (esp. as practiced by followers of Donald Davidson) assumes that knowing the 
meaning of a sentence amounts to knowing the conditions under which it would count as true or false.

A sentence’s truth-conditions determine its truth-conditional content (i.e., the proposition it 
expresses), which can then be evaluated as either true or false w.r.t. a world or set of circumstances. 
(Word and phrasal meanings would then consist of the contributions these expressions make to the 
proposition expressed; e.g., one could think of singular terms as having referential conditions, which 
determine referents which in turn are constituents of the proposition expressed by the sentence of 
which the singular term is a part).

Pragmatic meanings (meanings that are determined by pragmatic means) are, in contrast, non-truth-
conditional. 

In this context one often encounters contrasts such as:
• Semantic meaning (or reference) vs. speaker meaning (or reference)
• What is said vs. what is implicated
• Literal meaning vs. non-literal meaning
• Encoded meaning vs. inferential meaning
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An aside…
It might have occurred to you that the notion of truth-conditions is too restrictive, since there are 
many types of sentences in natural language that cannot be said to be either true or false when 
uttered, such as questions, commands, requests, invitations, etc.

This is usually handled by saying that we can generalize the notion of truth-conditions (which 
applies to statements) and talk of satisfaction conditions. E.g., my request that you do X would be 
satisfied iff you in fact do X (i.e., you bring about a state-of-affairs in the world in which X obtains).

See especially the work of John Searle on speech acts (SAs). He claims that the SA of stating that p 
and the SA of requesting that p share a propositional core but have different illocutionary forces.

Also their satisfaction conditions have different “directions-of-fit” with the world. A statement has 
a word-world direction of fit, since the words have to fit the way the world is in order for the 
statement to be true, whereas a request has a world-word direction of fit, since the world has to 
change in a certain way for the request to be satisfied.

Examples of non-truth conditional meanings
Gricean implicatures; Ariel discusses the generalized conversational implicatures generated by uses of 
‘and’ and the conventional implicatures generated by ‘but’. See her exs. (8) and (10) respectively.

We will discuss these in much more detail in the next few classes. The basic idea is that a speaker says one thing but implicates 
something in addition to what was said. (It is more complicated than this when it comes to Grice’s account of metaphor, irony, 
etc.)

Politeness phenomena; how polite you need to be in requesting something will vary according to social 
circumstances, although what is requested will be the same. 

E.g., can I directly command you to do X or do I need to hedge this with expressions such as ‘could you please’, ‘would you be 
good enough to’, etc.?

Information-structural differences; there are different ways of expressing one and the same proposition 
that nevertheless serve different (conversational) functions.

Ex. (12) in Ariel based on the work of Yael Ziv, which concerns extraposed relative clauses:
A couple of students who were from other departments came
A couple of students came who were from other departments.

The extraposed RC must be noteworthy, according to Ziv. The idea is that the two syntactic alternatives express the same 
proposition but do it in different ways because of the speaker’s conversational purposes, in this case to draw attention to 
something noteworthy.
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Indirect and secondary meanings

• People exploit the indirectness of pragmatically communicated meanings for strategic purposes:
Jokes – playing off literal meaning and ignoring the pragmatic content (Ariel's ex. 15)
Courtroom/ legal contexts – evading responsibility (Ariel's example of rape case on p. 32)

• Irony/ sarcasm (Ariel’s ex. 18)

• Conveying subjective stance or evaluation (e.g., the use of ‘some’ in ‘those are some ferocious 
numbers’, where speaker is talking about the stats for HIV positive men)

• Lexical choices (e.g., introducing men by their full names but introducing women by their first 
names)

Analytic criteria

Units of analysis are at 
the discourse-level

E.g., left-dislocation of 
NPs; inferred discourse 

relations; discourse 
coherence and topics; 

digression markers 

Analyses appeal to extra-
grammatical factors

E.g., topic-comment 
relations; illocutionary 
force;  psycholinguistic 
factors; presupposition 
cancelation; lexical vs 

encyclopedic knowledge 

Acceptability judgments 
more squishy

E.g. grammatical 
violations of agreement 

rules compared with 
using inappropriate 
discourse markers

Analyses are naturally 
motivated

E.g. iconic relation 
between linguistic 

ordering and temporal 
ordering of events; the 

“me first” principle
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Discourse-level units

Grammatical rules are supposed to apply within the sentence domain (e.g., specifying 
the subcategorization frame for a double object verb such as ‘to mail’).

Pragmatic analysis requires reference to factors beyond the sentence level, such as 
what the current topic of conversation is; these factors play a role in determining what 
syntactic constructions can be felicitously used:

E.g., left-dislocation of a NP from its canonical position is not felicitous if the referent of the NP is the 
current topic (Ariel’s ex. 22)

Also, we need to refer to notions such as discourse coherence and discourse relations 
in order to make sense of multi-sentence texts:

E.g., Consider ‘John’s wife left him. He hit her’. In order make sense of this discourse we infer that the 
hitting event was the reason for the wife’s leaving. That is, we infer that the two sentences are 
connected by the discourse relation EXPLANATION.

Extra-grammatical factors

Grammatical phenomena are obligatory and receive formal treatments that refer only to linguistic 
factors (cf. Morris’ definition of syntax as concerned with relations between signs). E.g., verbal 
inflection paradigms.

Pragmatic phenomena involve choices (i.e., are optional) and make reference to extra-grammatical 
factors:

• whether a declarative sentence, such as ‘It is cold in here’ is being used to make a statement, 
ask a question, issue a request, etc. depends on factors outside the grammar.

• where one places information in a sentence could be determined by cognitive processing 
demands

The presuppositions normally associated with certain linguistic constructions (e.g., factive verbs like 
‘know’ or ‘recognize’) are sometimes cancelled because of shared contextual assumptions, such as 
shared world/ encyclopedic knowledge or knowledge of communicative goals.
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Acceptability judgments

The main idea here is that judgements about grammatical acceptability are supposed to 
be crisp and clear, whereas judgments about pragmatic acceptability are supposed to be 
more squishy and perhaps to be graded as opposed to categorical.

Arbitrary vs motivated meanings

The main idea here is supposed to be that grammatical phenomena are arbitrary and established by 
convention.

If you are trying to learn a language you have to learn the language-specific conventions, since you will not be able to 
work out the meaning of a construction ‘X’ simply by reasoning about what a rational person would likely mean by ‘X’. 
Each language has potentially different ways of doing the same thing (e.g., expressing definiteness vs, indefiniteness).

Pragmatic meanings/ speaker meanings/ implicatures can be worked out on the basis of principles 
of rationality (such as the Gricean co-operative principle and maxims of conversation)

These meanings are potentially universal rather than language-specific.

Ariel also claims that there is is a degree of iconicity about these pragmatic meanings (Grice would 
disagree! Speaker meanings for him are non-natural meanings – what he calls meaningNN)

She cites the temporal ordering meaning associated with ‘and’ (i.e., the ‘and then’ meaning) as an example of iconicity, 
since clause order iconically represents real-world event order
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Cognitive criteria

Competence vs 
performance

Grammar is knowledge of 
language structure, 

pragmatics is knowledge 
of rules for cooperative 

communication 
(Newmeyer)

Right- vs left-hemisphere

Clinical cases showing 
dissociation between 

grammar and pragmatics

Code vs inference

Fodor’s distinction 
between the language 
module and the central 
system responsible for 
pragmatics; Sperber & 

Wilson’s Relevance Theory

Competence vs performance

Grammar is knowledge of language structure (what the competent speaker of L knows 
when she knows L), while pragmatics assumes rules for cooperative communication (a 
la Grice) to generate implicatures by using language in context (Newmeyer)

Competence concerns intrinsic properties of sentences while performance connects 
these intrinsic properties to context, e.g., based on factors such ease of processing 
(Kempson)

We can pretty much rule this alleged contrast out, since we obviously also need to 
appeal to the idea of a pragmatic competence.
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Left- vs right-hemisphere phenomena

Dissociations between grammar and pragmatics seem supported by clinical findings:
Genie (the abused girl who acquired language post-puberty) never mastered grammar but could 
establish maintain topics of conversation.
Left-brain damaged patients have selective semantic and syntactic impairments whereas right-brain 
damaged patients have an array of difficulties such as:

impaired inferencing
difficulties in establishing or discerning main point/ discourse topic
failure to produce coherent discourse
failure to understand jokes or non-literal language
mind-reading abilities, including emotional affect

Also seem suggested by psycholinguistic studies of normal language processing:
Findings involving novel versus conventional metaphor processing (Faust & Mashal)
N400 versus P600 effects allegedly mark pragmatic from syntactic violations (Osterhout & Holcomb)

Code vs inference

The idea is that some meanings are encoded and are established by means of linguistic 
convention, whereas other meanings need to be worked out on the basis of inferential 
processes. The latter are pragmatic meanings.
This is the criterion that Ariel herself favors and she goes on in the rest of her book to defend 
this idea and to show how is requires us to reconceptualize pragmatics and what belongs 
under this heading.
It requires us to give up “big tent” pragmatics, she says, and challenges the “monolithic 
assumption” mentioned earlier.
This distinction is also at the foundation of Relevance Theory, which we will be talking about 
two classes from now, so we can defer discussion of this until then.
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Problematizing the 10 criteria
Ariel (2010) chapter 3 (which I did not require you to read) goes on to show that all but the 
last (her favored criterion) are problematic, in the sense that they either are just bad or 
useless criteria, or else that they don’t actually tell grammar and pragmatics apart, in the 
sense that when we apply those criteria, some grammatical phenomena would have to be 
classed as pragmatic and vice versa. 

In particular:
• The competence-performance criterion is just bad, period
• The Left-hemisphere/ right-hemisphere data is all well and good, but much of this work presupposes 

definitions of semantic vs. pragmatic that rely on problematic criteria
• The other criteria (such as context-invariance, truth-conditionality, primacy, arbitrariness, etc.) are 

problematic since they draw the line between grammar and pragmatics in the wrong place

I will briefly discuss the problems with two of these criteria – context-dependence and truth-
conditionality.

Why the context-dependence criterion is 
problematic
“Grammatical” phenomena that are context-sensitive:

• Verbal agreement can depend on context and override the canonical/ expected form; Ariel (2010: ex. 5, p.59) has a 
nice example from Hebrew (in which NPs have grammatical gender). The example uses the NP ‘the victim’, which has 
masculine gender, but where the speaker is talking about a rape victim, so the following verb is inflected with the 
feminine suffix, since the speaker knows from context that the victim was a woman.

• Another nice example (ex. 6, p. 59), from English, is a passage where ‘the couple’ is first construed as a singular NP 
and the verb inflected appropriately and then later construed as a plural form, with the verb therefore agreeing in 
number with the plural.

“Pragmatic” phenomena that are context-insensitive:
• The discourse marker ‘but’ that signals an assumed contrast between the contents of the conjoined clauses has this 

contrastive meaning as a matter of convention, and in that sense it behaves like grammatical phenomena (e.g., its 
interpretation is non-optional, arbitrary, differs in function from truth-conditionally equivalent forms such as ‘and’, 
‘yet’, ‘however’, ‘although’, etc.)

• Indexicals have context-sensitive contents but context-invariant “characters” – this is David Kaplan’s term for the 
meaning encoded by these terms. E.g., ‘now’ encodes something like ‘the time of utterance’, ‘here’ something like 
‘the place of utterance’, ‘he’ something like ‘the salient male in the context’,etc.
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Why the truth-conditionality criterion is 
problematic
“Pragmatic” phenomena that are truth-conditional:

• Indexicals like ‘I’, ‘now’, ‘here’, etc. may require context to resolve their references. However, the referent, once 
fixed, contributes to the truth-conditional content of the uttered sentence that the indexical is a part of.

• What Grice labelled as generalized conversational implicatures (we’ll be talking about these in more details over the 
next few classes) sometimes seem to contribute to the truth-conditional content of the sentences within which they 
are embedded: ‘My grandma thinks it is better to get married and fall pregnant than to fall pregnant and get 
married’

”Grammatical” phenomena that are non-truth conditional:
• Here Ariel may seem to cheat a bit, as she mentions discourse markers, which we saw she thinks have conventional, 

context-insensitive meanings and which she therefor labels as “grammatical”. Then she goes on to observe that the 
meanings they convey are non-truth-conditional (e.g., the contrastive meaning associated with ‘but’ is not part of 
the truth-conditions of the utterance of a sentence such as ‘She is poor but honest’).

• ASIDE: This is somewhat controversial; there are those who think the contrastive meaning of ‘but’ is truth-
conditional. Others subscribe to a multi-propositional view according to which multiple propositions are expressed, 
although the one expressing the contrast may be less important or backgrounded, so that its falsity may not lead 
people to reject the utterance overall as false, provided the foregrounded content is true.

There is much more …

The rest of Ariel’s book is certainly worth a read, if you ever have spare time. There is a lot of thought-
provoking content and the argumentation is always backed up by attested examples from various corpora. It 
makes only limited use of made-up examples, unlike a lot of work in semantics and pragmatics. 

The fact that it relies on examples from both English and Hebrew (and occasionally other languages) is also a 
strength, as it allows her to probe the extent to which pragmatic phenomena are language-specific or 
universal.

As I said on the syllabus, her book is opinionated and is arguing for a thesis which others may find 
controversial, especially since the bottom line is that we have to reject the usual “big tent” approach to 
pragmatics. 

In effect what this means is that there may be no purely grammatical or purely pragmatic phenomena. Most 
phenomena included under the "big tent" have both grammatical aspects (i.e., aspects that rely on 
grammatical conventions and involve encoding-decoding processes) and pragmatic aspects (i.e., aspects that 
require inferential reasoning processes for their production and interpretation.


